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High-performance semiconductor films with vertical compositions 
that are designed to atomic-scale precision provide the foundation 
for modern integrated circuitry and novel materials discovery1–3. 
One approach to realizing such films is sequential layer-by-layer 
assembly, whereby atomically thin two-dimensional building 
blocks are vertically stacked, and held together by van der Waals 
interactions4–6. With this approach, graphene and transition-metal 
dichalcogenides—which represent one- and three-atom-thick two-
dimensional building blocks, respectively—have been used to 
realize previously inaccessible heterostructures with interesting 
physical properties7–11. However, no large-scale assembly method 
exists at present that maintains the intrinsic properties of these two-
dimensional building blocks while producing pristine interlayer 
interfaces12–15, thus limiting the layer-by-layer assembly method 
to small-scale proof-of-concept demonstrations. Here we report 
the generation of wafer-scale semiconductor films with a very high 
level of spatial uniformity and pristine interfaces. The vertical 
composition and properties of these films are designed at the atomic 
scale using layer-by-layer assembly of two-dimensional building 
blocks under vacuum. We fabricate several large-scale, high-quality 
heterostructure films and devices, including superlattice films with 
vertical compositions designed layer-by-layer, batch-fabricated 
tunnel device arrays with resistances that can be tuned over four 
orders of magnitude, band-engineered heterostructure tunnel 
diodes, and millimetre-scale ultrathin membranes and windows. 
The stacked films are detachable, suspendable and compatible with 
water or plastic surfaces, which will enable their integration with 
advanced optical and mechanical systems.

In Fig. 1a, b we show a representative high-quality semiconductor  
heterostructure film generated using a programmed vacuum 
stack (PVS) process (explained in Fig. 2). The film is assembled by 
 vertically stacking nine layers of individual wafer-scale, monolayer, 
 transition-metal dichalcogenide (TMD) films, alternating between 
MoS2 and WS2 (see schematic in Fig. 1a). The scanning transmis-
sion electron microscopy (STEM) data shown in Fig. 1b confirm the 
 vertically stacked design, and reveal a composition with atomic-scale 
precision and clean interfaces. First, five dark layers and four bright 
layers are clearly visible in the cross-sectional annular dark field (ADF) 
STEM image of the film (Fig. 1b, left), which correspond to the five 
monolayers of MoS2 and four monolayers of WS2, respectively. The 
chemical composition of each layer is confirmed by electron energy loss 
spectroscopy (EELS; Fig. 1b, right), which reveals Mo peaks for only the 
MoS2 layers, but a uniform S signal everywhere within the film. Second, 
all nine individual layers appear uniform and continuous, and run 
straight and parallel to each other. The interfaces between adjacent lay-
ers remain clean and free of bubbles or wrinkles, with a  constant inter-
layer distance of 0.64 nm, which is consistent with the value expected 
for MoS2/WS2 with a non-zero interlayer rotation angle16. Third, the 
EELS data further show a very low signal for carbon (Fig. 1b, red curve) 

within the film, near the detection limit of our instrument. Additional 
STEM images and EELS spectra of more heterostructure films are 
shown in Fig. 2e and Supplementary Figs 1 and 2. In Fig. 1c we present 
another high-quality large-scale semiconductor film, assembled with 
seven layers of MoS2, which is completely separated from the  substrate 
and suspended over a 1 mm ×  1 mm hole in the middle of a transmis-
sion electron microscope (TEM) chip (see Supplementary Methods and 
Supplementary Fig. 3). The freestanding film is thinner than 5 nm, and 
has one of the highest aspect ratios (length-to- thickness ratio of about 
0.2 ×  106) ever reported for freestanding  semiconductor films17–19,  
indicating that it has excellent structural quality and  mechanical 
strength. Altogether, the data shown in Fig. 1 demonstrate that we have 
successfully produced high-quality, detachable semiconductor films 
with atomic-scale programmability and pristine interfaces.

Figure 2a schematically illustrates the PVS process (see 
Supplementary Notes for details): (I) wafer-scale, two-dimensional 
building blocks (TMD monolayers) are synthesized individually20; 
(II) the initial layer L0, spin-coated with an adhesive polymer film, 
is mechanically peeled from the growth substrate (SiO2/Si) using a 
 thermal release tape (TRT); (III) L0/TRT is then stacked and pressed 
on top of the next layer (L1; on the growth substrate) in a vacuum 
chamber, forming an air-free interface between L0 and L1; (IV) L1/
L0/TRT is peeled off the substrate, and then the vacuum stack (III) 
and peel (IV) steps are repeated until the film has the desired number 
of layers NL; and (V) the NL-layer film is released from the TRT onto a 
target substrate, in either supported or suspended form.

The PVS process was designed to provide two key advantages over 
existing methods: the wafer-scale fabrication and the generation of 
 pristine interlayer interfaces. For the former, a metal–organic  chemical 
vapour deposition process20 is used to grow homogeneous wafer-scale 
semiconductor monolayers as the building blocks (MoS2, MoSe2 and 
WS2). For the latter, we optimize the synthesis to generate surface 
properties that enable these building blocks to be cleanly peeled off 
the growth substrates without the use of any etchants or solvents (see 
Supplementary Notes and Supplementary Video 1). These building 
blocks are then assembled under vacuum using a customized  apparatus 
for wafer-scale vacuum stacking (Supplementary Fig. 13). As we show 
below, this vacuum stacking greatly improves the interface quality and 
flatness of the films, minimizing the amount of amorphous  carbon 
or trapped air at the interfaces. Moreover, the PVS process can be 
used with any arbitrary two-dimensional building block as long as 
the  adhesion to the stacked film is stronger than that to the growth 
 substrate, making it a general approach for producing large-scale, 
 vertically stacked films with pristine interfaces.

These key advantages are realized in our films, as confirmed by the 
following experiments. We use multiple characterization techniques in 
combination (see Supplementary Table 1 for a summary), each of which 
covers a different and overlapping length scale, from sub-nanometre to 
centimetre scale. First, we confirm that our stacked films are spatially 
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uniform on the wafer scale. The uniformity results directly from the 
nearly perfect yield of our PVS process, which allows each monolayer 
to be completely separated from the growth substrate and transferred 
to the stacked film, as confirmed by the scanning electron microscopy 
and Raman measurements (Supplementary Fig. 4). Figure 2b displays 
images of a three-layer MoS2 film obtained during the process. The 
figure shows a 5-cm-diameter, circular region of L0 after the initial 
peeling (left), and a three-layer MoS2 film (right) after two 2.5-cm-wide 
squares of monolayer MoS2 (L1 and L2) are subsequently stacked. All 
layers remain continuous and uniform in these images. Additional 
Raman mapping (Supplementary Fig. 5) and optical absorption spectra  
(Supplementary Fig. 6) for films of up to ten layers further confirm 
the spatial uniformity from the sub-micrometre to centimetre scale 
and the consistent layer-dependent characteristics of our stacked films.

Second, the films generated using the PVS process show greatly 
improved interlayer structures and flatness. In Fig. 2d we present 
thin-film X-ray diffraction (XRD) data measured from a PVS four-
layer MoS2 film (solid curve) over an area of 0.5 cm ×  1 cm. These data 
show a peak at 2θ ≈  14°, where θ is the angle of incident X-rays to 
the sample plane, corresponding to the monolayer spacing along the 
c-axis  direction, the intensity of which is five times higher than that 
observed from the other film, which was generated by a non-PVS pro-
cess (dashed curve; conventional dry-transfer11). In addition, the peak 
position can be converted to an average interlayer spacing of 0.64 nm, 
close to the expected value of 0.65 nm calculated for twisted MoS2 
multilayers16. The above results indicate that the PVS process indeed 
improves the coherence of the interlayer structure on the centimetre 
scale,  suggesting cleaner interfaces with less interlayer contamination 
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Figure 1 | High-quality vertically designed semiconductor films using 
layer-by-layer assembly. a, Schematic of a vertically stacked MoS2/WS2 
superlattice. b, Cross-sectional ADF STEM image of a superlattice film 
transferred onto a SiO2/Si substrate (left). The bright and dark layers are 
WS2 and MoS2 monolayers, respectively, with the Si crystal lattice shown 
at the bottom. Intensity profiles measured from the ADF STEM image and 

the EELS mapping along the out-of-plane direction are shown on the right: 
black, ADF STEM; green, EELS for Mo; orange, EELS for S; red, EELS 
for C. c, Image of a large-scale freestanding ultrathin semiconductor film 
(seven-layer MoS2; thickness, about 4.5 nm). The film is fully suspended 
over a 1 mm ×  1 mm hole on a TEM chip.
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Figure 2 | Programmed vacuum stack (PVS) process. a, A schematic 
of the PVS process; see main text for a detailed description. b, Images of 
wafer-scale MoS2 films after step (II) (left), where the first layer (L0) on 
TRT is peeled from a 5-cm-wide wafer, and after step (IV) (right), where 
two more layers (L1 and L2; 2.5-cm-wide squares) are stacked on L0, 
forming a three-layer MoS2 film. c, AFM height images (2 mm ×  2 mm) 
taken from the bottom (L2) side of three-layer MoS2 films stacked in 
vacuum (left) and air (right). The film stacked in vacuum has a flatter 
surface without bubble-like structures. Height scales, ± 5 nm. d, XRD 

pattern of four-layer MoS2 generated by the PVS process (solid curve) 
and by conventional dry transfer (dashed curve). The single peak at 
2θ ≈  14° originates from X-ray beams diffracted by monolayers spaced 
along the c-axis direction. Inset, schematics of the X-ray diffraction from 
stacked films with pristine interfaces (left) and contaminated interfaces 
(right). The effective beam area used for the measurement is an ellipse of 
0.5 cm ×  1 cm. e, Cross-sectional STEM image of a MoSe2/MoS2/WS2 film 
with the electron beam aligned with the armchair axis of MoSe2 (top) and 
MoS2 (middle).
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in the films. Dark-field optical microscopy (Supplementary Fig. 7) also 
shows that the number of scatterers is reduced by 98% over an area of 
5 mm ×  5 mm in PVS films, confirming the substantial improvement 
in film flatness achieved by using the PVS process. Furthermore, Fig. 2c  
shows atomic force microscopy (AFM) images (measured on the 
 bottom side of L2) of two MoS2 films (NL =  3), preparation steps of 
which are identical except for the stacking environment: one is stacked 
in vacuum (left) and the other in air (right). The film stacked in  vacuum 
(which has a roughness of about 270 pm) is much smoother than 
the one stacked in air (roughness of about 700 pm). In addition, the 
 vacuum-stacked film is free of bubble-like features, which are clearly 
visible in the film stacked in air and are similar to the features reported 
previously14,15,21. Additional AFM images (Supplementary Fig. 8) show 
similar improvements for areas of up to 50 m m ×  50 m m. The high- 
quality interfaces in our stacked films also result in strong and uniform 
interlayer coupling, as suggested by photoluminescence spectroscopy 
and imaging studies (Supplementary Figs 9 and 10).

Finally, our stacked films can be generated using various two- 
dimensional building blocks without the constraints of lattice match 
or alignment. In Fig. 2e we show a cross-sectional STEM image of a 
MoSe2/MoS2/WS2 film, in which the armchair axes of the MoSe2 (top) 
and MoS2 (middle) layers are parallel to the electron beam, whereas that 
of WS2 is not. This image shows that the vertical stacking is  successful 
even in the presence of lattice mismatch (the lattice constant of MoSe2 
is larger than that of MoS2 by about 4.2%)22 or interlayer rotation 
(between MoS2 and WS2).

Our PVS process enables the generation of a large number of distinct, 
vertically stacked semiconductor films with only a small set of two- 
dimensional building blocks. For example, with n kinds of two- 
dimensional building blocks, we can construct nNL distinct films by 
stacking NL layers. Here, the n different building blocks can be grown 
individually without considering the specific stacking sequence, 
 making the  programming process simple and straightforward. 
Moreover, these stacked films should enable batch-fabrication of 
 electronic and  optoelectronic devices because the PVS process 
 generates homogeneous structures and properties over large areas.

In Fig. 3, we demonstrate above concept by generating a series of 
distinct stacked films and heterostructures that have a large  number 
of stacked interfaces, all assembled with two representative TMD 
 monolayers (MoS2 and WS2). To study their electrical properties, 
we fabricate large arrays of metal/stacked-film/metal vertical tunnel 
devices (Fig. 3a, b; Supplementary Methods). We choose gold as the 
electrode metal, yielding the tunnel band diagram illustrated schemati-
cally in Fig. 3c. Using the tunnel device geometry, we can investigate the 
uniformity and high quality of PVS films accurately over large areas, 
because tunnelling is exponentially sensitive to the barrier properties, 
including the thickness, band structure, doping and defects.

In Fig. 3d we show the representative current density versus bias 
(J–V) curves measured from NL-layer MoS2 films (NL =  3, 5, 7). 
All three J–V curves show similar non-Ohmic behaviour, with the 
 current increasing superlinearly with increasing bias. In addition, 
the magnitude of J strongly depends on NL, decreasing by a factor of 
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Figure 3 | Tuning electrical conductance of stacked semiconductor 
films using the number of layers or vertical composition. a, Schematic 
of our device geometry (see Supplementary Methods for the fabrication 
process), in which a stacked film is sandwiched between top and bottom 
electrodes. b, Schematics of devices with different film compositions 
(top) and their corresponding band profiles (bottom). c, Schematic of the 
general band profile of our tunnel devices in the zero-bias regime. φB is the 
barrier height, and e is the electron that tunnels through the barrier. d, J–V 
characteristics measured from three Au/NL-layer MoS2/Au devices with 
NL =  3, 5 and 7. The curves for NL =  5 are multiplied by 102 and for NL =  7 
by 104. e, Zero-bias tunnel resistance–area product measured as a function 
of NL (left). Each data point is an average from ten devices; the error bars 
show the standard deviation. The dashed line is calculated using a tunnel 
model with a single fitting parameter, φB =  0.5 eV. An optical image of an 

array of 24 tunnel devices made with seven-layer MoS2 over an area of 
2 mm ×  3 mm is shown top right. A spatial map of the tunnel resistance of 
the 24 devices is shown at bottom right; the corresponding histogram is 
shown in the inset of the left panel. f, J–V curves near zero bias measured 
from MoS2, WS2 and WS2/MoS2 devices, all with NL =  6. The curves 
for WS2/MoS2 and WS2 are multiplied by 102 and 103, respectively. The 
corresponding tunnel resistance is shown for each J–V curve. g, J–V 
curve of the heterostructure WS2/MoS2 device in the large bias regime, 
where the WS2 side is grounded (left), showing diode behaviour with the 
forward bias current about 10 times larger than the reverse bias current at 
1.4 V. The corresponding band diagrams under large reverse bias (V <  0), 
zero-bias (V ≈  0) and large forward bias (V >  0) are shown on the right, 
demonstrating different effective electron tunnelling lengths. Arrows 
indicate the direction of electron tunnelling.
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approximately ten with each additional layer. Figure 3e (left)  displays 
the average zero-bias resistance–area product (R0A; average from 
ten devices) as a function of NL, which confirms the exponential 
 dependence on NL. This exponential dependence and the superlinear 
J–V curves strongly suggest that the main transport mechanism in our 
devices is electron tunnelling, as shown schematically in Fig. 3c—the 
same mechanism that has been observed for similar devices made with 
exfoliated hexagonal boron nitride flakes23. Furthermore, our experi-
mental data quantitatively match the theoretical zero-bias resistance, 
which is calculated on the basis of a tunnel model24 using the barrier 
height φB as the single fitting parameter (Fig. 3e dashed line, plotted 
for φB =  0.5 eV).

The agreement between our experimental data and the theoretical 
model indicates that our MoS2 films have a well-controlled number 
of layers and band energy (that is, doping level), which are uniform 
across the entire film, and are without structural inhomogeneities (such 
as cracks, wrinkles or trapped impurities) that would strongly affect 
the tunnel current. This result is supported by the spatial map of R0A 
values measured from an array of 24 tunnel devices with  seven-layer 
MoS2 over an area of 2 mm ×  3 mm (Fig. 3e, right). This map shows a 
100% (that is, 24 out of 24 devices) device yield with a uniform tunnel 
 resistance. A histogram of the tunnel resistance of these measurements 
(Fig. 3e, inset) shows a single narrow peak with a standard deviation 
that corresponds to a thickness variation of only 0.1 layers (about 
70 pm; see Supplementary Notes). For larger NL, the control over NL 
and the spatial uniformity is demonstrated using capacitance meas-
urements (Supplementary Fig. 11). The average capacitance values 
measured from NL-layer MoS2 capacitors (NL up to 11) closely follow 
the 1/NL dependence expected from a parallel plate capacitor, with only 
small variations.

The electrical properties of our stacked films are also composition- 
sensitive. As schematically depicted in Fig. 3b for three  example devices 
(six-layer MoS2, six-layer WS2 and three-layer WS2 on top of three-
layer MoS2), varying the composition markedly modified the tunnel 
band profiles of the devices. In Fig. 3f we present the J–V curves of 
these devices near zero bias, showing an increase in  resistance of up to 
a factor of about 10,000 when the composition of the film is changed 

from MoS2 (< 1 MΩ  m m2) to WS2 (about 10 GΩ  m m2). In addition, 
an intermediate value of about 100 MΩ  m m2 is observed from the  
WS2/MoS2 heterostructure device. The different band alignments of 
MoS2 versus WS2 (Fig. 3b, bottom) explains this large tuning range. 
Even though MoS2 and WS2 have similar bandgap energies, the Fermi 
level of gold is closer to the centre of the WS2 bandgap25, leading to 
a higher tunnel barrier and therefore larger resistance for the WS2 
device. Similarly, the effective barrier height in the heterostructure 
WS2/MoS2 device is approximately the average of those of MoS2 and 
WS2, explaining the intermediate tunnel resistance value24. Moreover, 
the heterostructure WS2/MoS2 device has an asymmetric, diode-like 
J–V curve at larger biases (Fig. 3g), with the forward bias current about 
10 times larger than the reverse bias current at 1.4 V, in contrast to the 
symmetric curves of MoS2 and WS2 devices (Supplementary Fig. 12). 
This behaviour is similar to the characteristic behaviour of the metal–
insulator–insulator–metal tunnel diode reported recently26, whereby 
the effective tunnel distance changes depending on the bias direction 
owing to the barrier-height offset at the insulator–insulator interface 
(see Fig. 3g, right, and Supplementary Notes).

The above results confirm that our PVS process enables the 
 production of large-scale, high-quality semiconductor films with 
precisely designed vertical compositions and electrical and optical 
properties. Moreover, these PVS films are detachable, transferable and 
compatible with various environments and processing methods. For 
instance, the films can be suspended to produce ultrathin windows, 
patterned to generate freestanding structures, or transferred to form 
unconventional interfaces, as we demonstrate below.

Figure 4a first demonstrates the use of the films as an optical 
 window with colour-tunable transparency. An array of patterned 
gold reflectors is imaged through the freestanding seven-layer MoS2 
film (1 mm ×  1 mm; Fig. 1c) at two different photon energies, below 
or above the bandgap energy of MoS2 (about 1.86 eV). At 1.55 eV, the 
reflector array is imaged clearly with the MoS2 window, showing no 
large intensity difference compared to the window-free area. At 2.32 eV, 
however, the features under the window are barely visible because the 
MoS2 film becomes opaque as a result of its strong absorption at this 
wavelength (Supplementary Fig. 6). Another example application is the 
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Figure 4 | Detachable and freestanding semiconductor films for optical 
and mechanical applications. a, Top, schematics of a seven-layer MoS2 
film as a ultrathin optical window with colour-tunable transparency. We 
illuminate the MoS2 film and underlying gold reflector on fused silica 
(FS) using light with different photon energies. Depending on the energy, 
the light can pass through the film and reflect back for imaging (left) 
or be absorbed (right); bottom, optical reflection images of patterned 
gold reflectors at photon energies 1.55 eV and 2.32 eV, taken with the 
window (inside the green dotted square) suspended about 200 m m above 

the reflectors. The window is transparent at 1.55 eV (below the bandgap 
energy; left), but opaque at 2.32 eV (above the bandgap energy; right), as 
compared to the window-free area (outside the dotted circle). b, Bottom, 
SEM image of cantilever-shaped structures generated within a seven-layer 
MoS2 membrane. These structures are made using focused-ion beam 
milling (top schematic). c, A four-layer MoS2/WS2 superlattice floating 
on water with no additional support (schematic at the top). Inset, image 
of a 2.5-cm-wide monolayer MoS2 film transferred onto a plastic (PET) 
substrate from water.
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fabrication of freestanding structures within our films. In Fig. 4b (bottom)  
we show an SEM image of an array of cantilever-shaped  structures, 
patterned using focused-ion beam milling. This process allows us to 
pattern ultrathin semiconductor structures with an arbitrary shape, 
such as cantilevers or holes, which could lead to a new class of micro- 
and nano-electromechanical systems27 and nanoporous membranes28. 
Finally, in Fig. 4c we show a large-scale four-layer Mo/W/Mo/WS2 
superlattice film floating on water, generating a semiconductor–water 
interface. The film is delaminated from a substrate by simply dipping 
it into water29 with no polymer support (see Supplementary Video 2; 
further discussion in Supplementary Notes), providing another way 
of releasing the stacked films onto surfaces with different thermal or 
chemical nature, such as plastic substrates (inset photo).

Our PVS process therefore provides a versatile way of systemati-
cally generating previously unattainable large-scale heterostructures 
and devices, the properties of which are designed with atomic-scale 
precision. For example, its application to emerging layered materials, 
including monolayer superconductors30 and ferromagnets21, would 
produce new interfaces and superlattices in which superconductivity 
and magnetic orders coexist, with the coupling between them being 
tuned layer-by-layer. The integration of the large-scale tunnel barriers 
demonstrated here with conventional superconductors and ferromag-
nets could also lead to the batch-fabrication of new Josephson junction 
arrays and spintronic devices. Furthermore, the PVS process could be 
used for vertical manufacturing of hybrid materials and devices in 
which non-layered materials, such as organic films and self-assembled 
nanostructures, are stacked vertically, layer-by-layer, along with the 
two-dimensional building blocks and atomically thin circuits. The PVS 
process has the potential to accelerate the discovery of new materials 
and large-scale development of ultrathin multifunctional integrated 
circuitry.

Data Availability The main data supporting the findings of this study are available 
within the article and its Supplementary Information. Extra data are available from 
the corresponding author on request.
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